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Introduction:  
Induction contributes significantly to job satisfaction for new 
employees as it reduces uncertainty and increases work socialization. 
With this in mind, we decided to revamp our current workplace 
induction program to deliver a positive first day induction experience 
for SGH’s NPA3 new hires.  

 
 
Problem: 
Previously, new hires were inducted individually by their 
respective Recruiters with handouts covering policies, procedures  
and “know-how” navigation manuals for IT systems. The 
drawbacks of this mode were: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Noting the ineffectiveness and the associated wastages, we set 
out to revamp our Induction Programme, aiming to engage SGH’s 
NPA3 new hires, reduce paper wastage and optimize manpower.  
 
 

Conclusion: 
For new hires, there is a sense of being welcome and the cross-profession bonding enhances their Induction experience in SGH. This helps to reduce 
anxiety on their first day at work and to experience a smoother transition at work.    
 
For HR, it brings about savings in man-hours and cost and efficiency gains. The savings can be channelled to higher work productivity and lower our 
operating costs.  

Methodology:  
We have created a new Induction Programme known as “Hi^5”    
(       ). This programme aims to: 
 

1) Improve experience and engagement  by encouraging social 
interaction and bonding among new hires joining on the 
same day; 

2) Reduce paper wastage by adopting “Green HR” with 
information shown in presentation slides and limiting take-
away handouts to one information sheet; and  

3) Optimize manpower by holding group briefings with                  
1 Recruiter rostered on a weekly basis. 

 

Below is the outline of “Hi^5” and the information sheet : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Results:  
A)   Positive feedback was received from our new hires as follows: 

1) Their corporate identity is heightened with the playing of 
the SGH “Fount of Medicine” song video and an 
introduction of SGH Senior Management Leaders and 
organization chart.   
 

2) The ice breaker activity comprising new hires of different 
professions doing a “high five” with one another helps to 
make fast connections and relieve anxiety.  
 

3) The live navigation of the IT Systems enables better 
knowledge retention as compared to the monotony of  
handouts.    
 
 
 
 
 

 
B) The revamped process is environmentally friendly as we harness 

on technology. With the use of presentation slides and live 
navigation of the IT systems, new hires know exactly where and 
how to search for information, and hence the key points in the 
take-away handout could be reduced from 16 pieces to just 1 
piece.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

C) The Hi^5 Programme saves on man-hours as only 1 Recruiter is 
assigned to brief new hires weekly.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1) Lackluster induction and new hires 
losing interest in the process;  

2) Resource inefficiency with printing 
and paper wastage;  

3) Time consuming and manpower 
wastage as Recruiters were 
performing the same briefing on a 
one-to-one basis.  

Note: NPA3 refers to Nursing, Pharmacy, Allied Health and Admin and Ancillary 
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